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This volume offers unique and timely insights on the state of online news, exploring the issues surrounding this convergence of print and electronic platforms, and the public's response to it. It provides an overview of online newspapers, including current trends and legal issues and covering issues of credibility and perceptions by online news users.

The heart of the book is formed by empirical studies-mostly social surveys-coming out of the media effects and uses traditions. The chapters are grounded in theoretical frameworks and bring much-needed theory to the study of online news. The frameworks guiding these studies include media credibility, the third-person effect, media displacement, and uses and gratifications. The book ends with a section devoted to research on online news postings.

This book is appropriate for scholars, researchers, and students in journalism, mass communication, new media, and related areas, and will be of interest to anyone examining how people use the web as a source for news.

This book examines issues related to the public and online news. The heart of the book involves empirical studies—mostly social surveys—grounded in the media effects and uses traditions. Most of these chapters are grounded in theoretical frameworks and bring much-needed theory to the study of online news. Some of the frameworks guiding these studies include media credibility, the third-person effect, media displacement, and uses and gratifications. The majority of these studies were conducted by the editors. Prior to these empirical studies, Part I of the book includes extended essays examining online newspapers, original online news, and legal issues related to online news. The book ends with Part III, devoted to research on online chat rooms.

About the Authors
Michael B. Salwen is a professor in the School of Communication at the University of Miami. His research interests include the social effects of mass communication, the media and public opinion, and international communication. He is associate editor of Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly, former book review editor of Journalism Studies, and former book review editor of World Communication. Salwen is the former head of the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication's International Communication division. He serves or has served on the advisory board of many journals, including Journalism & Mass Communication, Journal of Communication, World Communication, and Communication Research. He is the author or editor of several books, including An Integrated Approach to Communication Theory and Research (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1996, with Don Stacks) and Evelyn Waugh in Ethiopia: The Story Behind Scoop (Edward Mellen Press, 2001). Salwen has published in many leading journals, including Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly, Newspaper Research Journal, Mass Communication and Society, Journal of Communication, Media Psychology, the Howard Journal of Communications, Critical Studies in Mass Communication, Journal of Broadcasting 6- Electronic Media, and Communication Research.

Bruce Garrison is a professor in the School of Communication at the University of Miami. Garrison is author of several books, including Computer-Assisted Reporting (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2nd edition, 1998) and Successful Strategies for Computer-Assisted Reporting (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1996). He is also author of Professional Feature Writing (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 4th edition, 2004).
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Mobile Design for iPhone and iPadSmashing Magazine, 2011


	Web designers know that their industry changes quickly. Continuous

	adaption and development of skills is necessary in order to always stay up

	to date. Over the past few years, mobile web usage has increased to a point

	that web designers can no longer afford to ignore it. As a result, web

	designers have a growing need to be...
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Explorations in Quantum Computing (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	In the decade since the publication of the first edition of “Explorations in Quantum Computing” the field has blossomed into a rich and diverse body of knowledge, and tremendous progress has been made on building functional quantum computer hardware. Yet I find that a discussion of applications of quantum computers still remains...
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C# 2005 Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
As one of the hottest programming languages in use today, C# enables you to build a wide range of secure and robust enterprise applications that run on the .NET Framework, including XML Web services, client-server applications, database applications, and more. Now with the release of C# 2005, you'll find a complex array of new language options and...
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Virtualizing Microsoft Tier 1 Applications with VMware vSphere 4Sybex, 2010

	Over the years as power costs have soared and data center space has become scarce and expensive
	to acquire, enterprises and small businesses have been looking for ways to decrease their data center
	footprints as well as reduce the overall costs of operating an IT infrastructure. As the number of
	different applications being deployed in...
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The Complete Medicinal Herbal: A Practical Guide to the Healing Properties of HerbsSkyhorse Publishing, 2017

	Complete Medicinal Herbal is a fully illustrated practical guide to the healing properties of herbs. The book includes more than 120 medicinal herbs with important therapeutic properties and a section on their historical uses, The Complete Medicinal Herbal is a must for every home book shelve. All the parts of the plants that...
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PHP Development in the CloudMarco Tabini, 2011


	This book is the result of two people’s interest in both PHP and cloud computing. It

	explains to PHP developerswhat they need to knowto not only understand the cloud

	concept, but to be able to put it to good use.To accomplish this, wemix explanations

	of cloud concepts with practical examples. All of the code snippets in this...
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